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Video logy: Space and Time
in Political Television

Thomas W. Benson*

On November 3:3, 1969; in a speech before the Mid-West
Regional Republican Committee in Des Moines, Iowa, Vice Presi7
dent Spiro T. Agnew charged that "a small group of men, nuM-:
bering perhaps no more than a dozen anchormen, eommentators,
and executive producers, settle upon the 20 minutes or so of film

L.(1 and coMmentary that is to reach the pOblic.'" Too often, accord-

CO ing to Agnew, these men reveal their biases in slander of the
CO President and in suppression of the normal in favor of conflict,

r\J dissent, and radicalism, "Gresham's Law seems to: be operating
in the network news. Bad news drives out good news. The
irrational is more controversial than the rational:: Concurrence

LU can no longer compete with dissent."2 Agnew proposed that "the
people can let the networks know they want their news straight
and objective.".' Agnew called for a broad public:questioning of
the networks by the people. and in retrospeet, marked the begin-
ning of an apparent campaign by the Nixon administration to
punish the press..

Alost- communication scholars, including me, can be depended
upon to deplore the government'S attacks on freedom of infOrnia-:
tion. Most recently stie.h attacks have been evident in dark warn,
ings about network news coverage; in. attempts to separate local
affiliates from netWork contrel, thereby repiaung the network
news broadcasts:with' a broadcast equivalent Of the Wire services'
relation to loeal papers; in judicial assaults on the privacy of
reporters' notes and film onttakes; and :in:a general program Of
government secrecy. Of course we all know the networks make
so much money that they can hardly gobble up publishing houseS,
baseball teams., and other businesses fast enough to unload their
enornmus profits.' We haVe learned to respond with skeptical,
but on balance sympathetic, murmurs when network presidents,-
presiding over emPires built on violence, soap oPeras, and deodo
rant commercials scold cengressional coMmittees About the
sanctity of freedom of expression in the scheme of American
values. A nd when a television news anchorman gives a speeeh
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telling television's critics to shut up or offer constructive alterna-
tires, we may:overlook the relevance: of a comment he made

after an interView with a harried and indignant public official

the night before last, reminding us that his' queStions contained

nO PerSonal malice and that those who work in public must be

prepared' to accept criticism.
My own myth of network news comes from pre-school

meniories of CBS-radiocorrespondents reporting World War II.
These men were heroic, incorruptible, and infallible: Myths die
hard, to be replaced by other myths, perhaps. I have come to
believe:that in news broadcasting, coMpetition has bred sameness

H. and government pressure has created a shallow anddisagrceable
compromise with error that calls itself balance in the name of
professional journalism. In a dangerous market, format is the
refuge to which broadcasters have fled. The tremendous Competi-
tion for advertising revenueS breeds not variety but equivalency.
Television programthing, both in content and in scheduling, is
dominated by a limited set of recognizable categories (news,
variety, situation comedy, cartoons, soap operas, games, sports)

' doled out in half:hour packages and punctuated by commercials.
One of television broadcasting's major paradoxes is that in a
medium where time is precious and the pace frantic, rektition

r
is the rule. Format becomes a powerfully motivating forte
shaping our audio-visual access to others and one another, just
aS format to a large degree determines how scholars can corn-
MuniCate with one another through the medium of an academic
jOurnal, where discovery .and criticism too often give way to an
endless and conventional replication of the myths of the academie

disciplines.
In 1970 the National Developmental Project on Rhetoric

encouraged rhetorical scholars to examine forms of communica-
tion other than public address, and Mentioned, among priority

areas for investigation, "the rhetorical nature of such forms: aS

television news and editorial progran1s."5 This paper is a narra-,
tive and a speculation, from the perspective of rhetorical and

media theory, about network television coverage of political
cOnventions.

What follows is not an objective description but an interpre-
tatiorLit is offered not as absolute truth but as a critical vieW.

The essay is:written- in the first perspn because that is the. Way

I reached my present opinions, and:because the reader needs.to

be reminded that the interpret:Ittions advaneed here, even' when

hotly defended, are tentative and personal: I haVe been leSs inter-



.ested in the truth abont politiCal Conventions than in the w4i.

'those Conventions look on television. To cloak my interpretation

r: in neutral 'prose would be to adopt the same mystifying cainoLl_

flage I am objecting to in the television networks.
I

Standard television coverage, of party nominating conven-
tions- serves. the public in a variety of ways. It emphasizes:ilhe

centrality of policy and of political decisions in all :aspects Of

national life. It mediates between political leaders and the publie,

thereby removing direct control over infomation froM the hands

of political leaders. It provides vital insights into the sorts of
people and interests that make up our society. And by making

Public a decision making Process it provides a virtual puPlie
participation in the decisions reached. But all of these seryiees
are provided at a risk which arises from the very nature ui

broadcast journalism
The television journalist is prompted by 'his own professional

training and by a wish to insure his network against charges of

bias to treat what is largely a pseudo-event zts if it were a hard-
neWS Stoi'y.r, k political convention is elaborately prearranged

and its conclusions usually foreordained. But the myth of hard

news leads the news team to treat the convention as the stony

"who gets nonli»ated?" The journalists themselves realize that
from their point of view what is iniportant is not merely who

gets nominated, since the choices are at best narrow and:at worst
predictable before the convention ever begins. But there zkre
ratings to consider, as well as hard news. formats. If what reEilly

mattered were covering who gets the nomination, the netwOrks
would not need continuous coverage. On the other hand, having
decided to provide continuous coverage, the networks feel forced
to maintain the myth of journalistic news gathering. The: neWs-
man and his network face a dilenuna: What nlatters in the Client

as a spectacle and as a communicated proces.s is not simpVWho
gets nominated but what sorts of political decisions are being

made, and what they reveal about our public life, acrossi:the
whole country, in our past and future. We need to know; how

the convention Mirrors the continuity of American history; and
what it means for future policy. The dilemma arises just jiere.
"Interpretation" would lay the network open to the chargé of,4$n
Unprofessional loss of objectivity. Iaut a straight analYsis-of Ole ,

hard news of the.nonlination itself would, 'they seem toDireasori,
CrushinOy boring. The standard Solution ? :Artificially crank

up the Or4rna by enlPhasizing the uncertainty and the confli4in
tne process: Several journalistic consequences follOw.
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anything other than a coMmercial, the cut is to the anchor booth,

a delegate in a Indlway, ncandidate M a Caucus ram* Or a breath

less correspondent on the floor. Gossip and minor becorne hard

neWs and heighten the drama and mystery surrounding the

emergence of a new leader.
Fifth, the concentration on looking for a winner-leads to 'a

magnification of computer analysis often interesting and accu
rate, but hardir; a cdrrective for the other ills of the format: The

computer promotes the fantasy that what is happening is factual

and that:technological means will enable us to predict and cOntrol

it. A technological society is likely to fall victim to its own meta-

phors. We come to believe that a "problem" implies a "solution"
which will work if only the society can act upon -the prOblem:

with efficiency and unanimity, under the guidance of a :leader

in whom we can have "faith."

-, I worked out the analysis of convention coverage described

above after the 1968 conVentions and by 1971 I had deyeloped a

series of proposals that addressed each of the difficulties, not

.without inviting difficulties of their own. At first I regarded my
plans as of purely speculative, theoretical value, but Several
students and colleagues urged me to pass them along ;to, the

networks. And the networks themselves, under attack frorn the

administration and large segments of the public, had Often

enough responded by saying that they needed constructive 'sug,
gestions for improvement, not mere carping. And so :I did what
I could to offer my plans to the network:i. Before I describe the
preposal I had developed, let me briefly describe my contacts
with the networks.

I suppose; in retrospect, that I was naive to imagine that I

had merely to offer my services for them to be welcoMed. At the
suggestion Of Abine television executives (the friends of friends),

I first wrote to Walter Cronkite, Robert Wood, and Richard

Salant of the Coumbia Broadcasting System on February 18,

1971. Wood, President of the CBS Network, passed hiS letter

On to Salant, President of CBS News: lgy letter Ontlined the,

analysis described, above and requested an appointinent to discuss, ,

alternative presentational foymats. Cronkite replied that he had
passed:my letter rdong to Gordon mannink, ViCe President and

Dii.ector of NewS for CBS:News: Manning replied on February,
24 . I quote his:letter in its entirety:,



Dear Mr. Benson,
Walter Cronkite has passed 'on-to me your letter of

February 18. I thank you for your interest in CBS News'
cOnventien &overage,: and your offer to give us proposals
in this reptrd. Our ConVention COVerage iS planned and
executed by an internal CBS News unit, and while we
haven't got a Monopoly on all the good ideas if), the
world, our budget and our poliCY both dictate that this
:work be planned and executed internally.

Sincerely;
(signed) G. Manning

A feW more phone"cAlls and I gathered for another approach to
CBS, armed with the.advice of a CBS News correspondent, who
asked rne;to withhold his name. At his suggestiOn, I wrote to
Martin Plissner of the CBS News Election Unit, to Robert
WusSler, 'Director of Special Events for CBS News, ztrid to Joan
Richman, hi assistant. On March 22, 1971, Wussler sent me the
foilowing letter:

Dear Mr. Benson:
I have received your letter to me of March 14 and

also Your note to Mr. Salant thtted February 18 dealing
with the same subjed.

-I am in the:process of reviewing your proposal and
as soon as we have some specific details on the matter,
we will contact ypu further. In generaljet me add
iNtt this type of programniing concent rekerved for
iii4iouse origination. However, you will be hearing from
us.

Thank you for your interest in CBS News.
Yours very truly,
(signed) Robert WuSsler

:That was the last I heard frorn CBS News. In May 7, 1971
wrote ,to NBC and ABC, again offering an analysis and:request7
ing an opPortunity to suggest a series of program modifications:'

Dpnald MeaneY;Vice President of NBC News, replied to my
letter on June 1. His was the longest jreply I had reeeived yet .
but not much mOre open tO My offer.

Dear Professor Benson:
I appreciate ydUr takMg the tiine tO write;offering

us your s.uggestions on how we may alter oUr coverage



of .the 1972 political conventions. I do not: ngree with

your: fundamental premise, however. I do not think that

we deal entirely in ."hard objective news" and treat
the conventions as the story purely of "who gets ,

nominated." We regard the conventions as a great
American experience and bring to our public all of the
events stirrounding the process of choosing the candi-'
dates for whom they will have the opportunity to vote.

We do believe, though, that the coverage is of these

events not the background, outside interpretive or other:
wise related material. The events may be on the con-
vention floor, just off it, elseWhere in the convention
city, or some place else in the United States. But it is
always one of the associated events.

As for interpretation, it is provided amply through
our team of long experienced, highly competent corre-
:Tondents, both in their own observations and in their
extensive continuing contact with the participants;

In not seeking further outside approaches, such as
you proffer, we are not being complacent or resting on
our laurels. What we de isa product of many years of ,

evolution, that continues with each convention. I do,
however, appreciate your writing.

Sincerely,
(signed) Donald MeaneY

What I had come to, then, was that CBS and NBC, as: a matter H
of policy, would not even listen to outside suggestion's as to
program modification. ABC never replied to my letter:O.:,

The networks probably have what seem to, them good
reasons for aveiding outSide suggestions. SupPose':they, listened

to me an...I then found I was proposing an idea already developed
by them? PreSumlibly I would begin illegitimate Copyright dis-
putes, or try to hold the network up for compensation. And
with all the unprofessional crackpots, intellectuals, and artiSts

-on the loose, the networks must get lots of mail suggeSting what
to broadcast. Certainly, they mnst reason, they cannot . listen to ;

it all. And temperamentally, the network staff :is 'inclined to i
think of itself Its an elite, and is i.eluctint to see outside offers
aS anything ;Jut crimnkish'or critical attacks On the' best efforts
Of the country's most talented t.ncl highly paid broadcasters.

Whittever the clUise, brc;idcasters seem to htive closed them-c,
selves off from neW, id(Nis is a Matter of general policy. If So, ?

the netwerks MuSt Share the blame for the present turmoil



Which seekS new ,relationshiPs among broadcast journalism's
needs for autonomy, accessibility, competition, and reSPonsibility,
The press serves the public best when it iS in the main free from
public pressure to inhibit its inqtriries, but when :the channels ;
are limited :as severely as in the area of television journalisM,
public Claims to access must not be lumped into the same category
as pressures to muzzle the news media. It is possible to deplore
television's ignorance, avarice, cowardice, and Pride withOut
joining the White House invasion of freedom of the press. We

, need more television news, not less, and we desperately need'
formats ;Which 'will provide intensive and comprehensive infor-
Mation,on public affairs..

, The Original proposal for a series of changes in network:
coverage never did get before the networks. I offer it here fOr
its possible value as a speculative venture, which was its inten-
tion in :the first place.

III
'ThErriTiposal I hoped to put before one of the networks in

1971 was simple enough, though a departure from established
formats. I ;reasoned that although the outcome of a Political
convention fliight be in doubt, its forrnat: and even content Were
to a large extent predictable. Committee :meetings, caucuses,
debates, sPeeches, the arriVal of delegates and candidates, ballot-
ing, parliarnentary maneuvering-all:could be fairly well antici-
pated. The :iiredictibility of forrmit Would mike possible the
preparation Wore the convention even began of a large repertorY
of pre-packaged rtnd self-contained miniature documentarie
a set of rludio;viSual modales that could be put on the ;ar on short
notice to Chtrify. any point thrrt ;rrose during- the ongoing pro-
ceedingS.; The Pirckages, or modules, which could conveniently ; bo
stored en individnal video cassettes, film clips, Or onHlonger.
coded reels,: werad be set up so as to be instantry: ;rceessible,
They Would seldom run more than a:Minute or tWo, but woirld:
run the gtanut: from ,a single still picture through short, silent
clips to four or fiVe-minute documentriries. For: a IpOlitical con-
vention there might be froni: two to:three: hundred separate :

items, not counting a hurger, set of still pictures, and these would
be added to rrs: the convention ;proceeded.: I am assuming that

; present convention format; :With anchor bodth, floor:. reporteN.,
and so on would be retained, and that the modules described here
would be an added montage element.

What would be recorded on these' packages? Most of the
:materials would be "historiCal" in nature. A team of researchers

30



would comb through networicand oth;.: trchives to find footage
of people and events whichmight later be needed 'as part of :the
:montage plan at the convention. In addition,: film'crews would
,reeOrd intervieWs of two types: "expository" interViews With

experts on points of policy or procedure that might require',
expktnation during the convention, and "news" intervieWS with
convention participantSdelegates, managers, candidates,' and
sonalso on matters related to poliey and procedure.

Obviously, what is put on the recorded modules.Would depend ,

on why and how they were to be used. A deSeription of why, the '
Modules are to be used is also a description of their :advantages.
Such a description begins with the most modestclaiMs and moves
toward the most ambitiousand most controversial.

At the very least, the plan proposed here would add botn:
interest and clarity to present convention programMing. When
the anchorman refers to Franklin Roosevelt, it would be possible,
to fill the screen with FDR's picture, or project it behind -the,:
anchorman, or cut to a brief sound film of FDR. When it is'.'
necessary to compare voting patterns of 1968 with 1972; a chart:
or series of charts Would be ready tO put on the screen. At this''
'level of use, the modules would be available to give visual re'7.

'inforcement to verbal references, taking advantage of television
capaCity tO clarify and add interest through graphic illustration.::L

'Stich a plan would give the program director soMeplace to cut to
in Moments of boredom or confusion, and-the .whole thing %I.:out&

, be as simple to operztte as. cutting to a commercial. And;'besides:
helping.to boost ratings, it would be a way of making use of the,.
capital invested in network archives at a very modest cOst. It is
reasonable to suppose that archival research can anticipate the:'
latter needs of tin.? cOnyPntiolci'eporting team because a COnvention
is, structurally, a highly' prediettible event.

Arreven More modest use of the archival plan suggests itself.
2t,t various points during:the reporting day,]a reporter aSsigned:
to the task could narrate a miniature documentary ,on how _the'
day's emits conipare to the hiStory Of conVentions'and the issues',
and men involved: In this plan the l'eporter would in effect have:
his :own special feature, rather than integrating the archival:

:mziterial with the ongoing convention.
A slightly more ambitious Ose of the modular plan involve's

a conscious attempt to analyie and interpret, to ,offer the Ameri7
can public eXpanded grounds ,Upon which to compare, evaluate,
and chooSe. current coverage of conventions is not only occasion-
ally boring' or ConfuSing: it:can be doWnright cynical.12 Without



osacrificing its Objectivity or eVen its healthy skepticism, a net-
work with instant access to archival materials could do much to
place ani ongoing political convention into historical context. The
wisuMption here is that a natural side effect of showing how
eonventions work, and have worked in the past as part of a
complex apparatus of policy and power, would be the opportunity

the viewing public to develop some Sense of the legitimacy
ofcOmpetitive decision making. A political convention is part of
IL :system designed to make choices, and to ratify a serieS of
choices made in a long series of primaries, state conventions,
' and so on. If-a network could place the convention in historical
centext. especially if the context were analYzed by' both histerians
and rhetorical scholars, a real public service, might be performed
without ever departing from ournalistic standard's of objectivity.
All that would be changed would be that a convention could be
visualized as part of a process of historya process that can be
recalled to the screen at appropriate moments during the conven-
tion. The convention might then emerge not simply as a cynical
jostling for power, or a heated search for IL new monarch, but
as a stage in an ongoing historical process, designed to balance
forces and harmonize judgments of competing,, but cooperating,
men Liul women.' The country's film archives constitute a part
of the national memory which it would be foolish to ignore.

What sorts of modules would be needed to produce this
historical context? Nothing particularly obscure. A series of
modules explaining the history and structure of public decision-
making 011 a variety of matters: war and peace, economics, human
rights, crime and punishment, definitions of technological Pro-
gress, campaign practices, political procedures, the Presidency.
Clips would show what Americam,. had argued for on these
issueS in the recent and distant part, what they had at varions
stages deeided and with what conequences, how the deeisionk had
been arrived at, what Americans perceive us the most important

,issUes atiTresent, and Mila leading candidates and coMmentators
;tr,:!stLying nowand have said in the pastabout the imues. This
may sound like a tall order, but eVen so little as a total hour or
two of Such information spread over a convention Week would
help tO Show the convention in a clearer light.

And $o, without altering its basic convention format or
committing a tremendous amount of money, a netwOrk could add
cbtrity, interest, and 'historic;Ll perspective to its cOverage.

One might:stop here ,With: a description,of theradvant:Ages::bf
'

the sort of modubLr montage system I have been describing. But



at the risk of frightening away: or offending professional jour-
nalists, it must be added that the system bere described could go
,one step further, and permit network commentators to become
criOcs, in the best sense, of the cohvention, its participants, and
its manner of reaching and implementing decisions, The critical
function I am proposing would not simply be an array of negative
observations on the shortcomings of various politicians, but, it
wonld try to open ongoing political reality to historical Scrutiny.
For instance, a candidate would not gimply, be asked what he
thought about such-and-such an issue, but a film would show the
evolution of his thought on the 1:4Kue and give him time to explain

.
how he arrivcei: at his present view. That view would then be
contraSted with that of his opponents, each of whoM would also
be treated in the same way. The object of this exercise would be
to give viewers information that might contribute both to choice-
making and to a sense that on many issues no simPle :slogan is
sufficient to describe the evolution of a camlidate's approach:tO an
ongoing concern.

Mv purpose here is not to describe the modular program in
detail but to sketch the way it would operate and indicate: its,
advantages as an addition to the current very high quality of
convention journalism. But I do not entertain high.hopes,that the
scheine will ever r.ie put into use. I have tried to present :the idea
where it might be used, and that has not worked. The justifi-
cation for discussing such a plan in a journal is siirely not that
it may catch the eye of CBS 'News. No, in this .context the pro-
posal may be more useful as a perspective from whiCh to exainine
current television journalism, or as a metaphor for a' new
direction in media theory.

IV

Everything that has been proposed up to this point amounts
to a criticism of current methods of reporting political conven-
tionsand by analogy other such eventsby the major networks.
In none of this is it my intention to attack the motives or even the
competence of the various people who report the conventions.
But I have'.1irgued that the current forniat for convention report-
ing encourages a harmful view of American politics as nothing
more thlin an unseemly scrambling for power. The scramble
exists, it's true, and needs to be reported. But there is something
more to the story, something, missing partly because the choices
that have been made about formats for reporting create a view
of social reality that amounts 'almost to an ideologywhat we
might call videology.

1 2



When I discussed the propoSal tri add archival materials: to
the montage mix for politiellIconventions, some of my colleagues-

objected that sueh a phin violated' the nature of :the medium

TeleviSiOn they said, as opposed to film, was technologically

and, by extension, ontologically tied to immedbiek. It is of no
small:iMpOrtanze that such theoretical, even aesthetic, judginents,i
are exactly parallel to the best journalistic opinion: As of noW
the highest standards of television journalism, both as a matter
of competence and as a matter Of ethics, seem to require that
from all the events of the ongoin?; prcsent the anchorman will
select the most important and pass them along to uS as object-
ively as possible. I want to argue that both the media theOrist

and the -objective" reporter are misled.

First the objectiVe reporter. There is no question here about
his' ideals or competence, but simply of the coimtext in which he

works.. It is possible, perhaps, to report objectively about:a fire,

a harvest, or even an election. But a political conventinn is. largely

a pseudo-event, in the special sense that much of what the journal-
iSt reports is created so that he can report it. It is for' this
rewion that simple reportorial objectivity, if it were strictly act-

hered to, would reduce the network to a passive channel for the
rhetoric being created by various. politicians. To avoid the prob-
lem thus posed, television does in fact take a step backwards
and create a hard-news story about the convention, mythologizing
it as a struggle for power in am carnival mkRvay full of political
sideshows. The reports are serious, because the reporters are
serious men, but the net effect of their reports is to accept the
carnival for what it. seems to be and tO miss much of the
political reality that can be shown only in a larger perspective.
To place the convention in the frankly ' interpretive mode de-

scribed in this proposal would not destroy objectivity it would

simply provide a larger objective context.
The objections raised by media theorists depend upcn the

argument that television, as opposed to film, gives us immediacy

as opposed to history. The essence of television, this argument

goes, is live television. But this argument has flaws. First,
because television does have its own technological memory,
through videotape. In-addition, the argument that cutting in time
is not suitable to television, since television is instantaneous, is
Misleading. Television already cuts in space and hence alters
:our ordinary sense of the thfratiOn of time. We do not have to
sit through any ongoing event, but can cut from, say, a plat-
form speech to a caucus or a 'commercial. Time is thus frag-



mented ak space is bound tOgether. The montage I propose:here
WOuld not lettd to any further fragmentation but ,to time binding,'

It is also misleltding to Itrgue tlitt the cutting scheme pro:-
posed here would force television to imitate film. The plan pro7

posed is a radical departure from current practice, in that it
would provide for a Cut from time present to time past, but such

a departure is not contrary to the natOre of televisiOn as aH!

medium. In film a cut from one time to another is always a cut '
from a time past to another time past. Even a film like Ilesnais'
Night awl Poll, which explores the relation of time past to the
time of filming, is an artifact of the past by the time it is showir
to the audience. But television can cut from an actual present
to the past, op.:ning up possibilities for a new sense of history
as ongoing.

All theoretical arguments that a m2dium determines its 'Con-

tcnt are likely to come to grief when followed to their extremes, '

and so it is With the claim that television's essence is immediacy,
or the claim that pure film tends towards pure, indeterminate, :
fortuitou.: phySical reality." Television, like film but , with
unique po4sibilities of its own, is a medium not so much deter7
mined by an essence but gifted with a unique capacity to create
relations in space and time, relations which in turn invite largely '
unexplored aesthetic and rhetorical responses. A medium like
television invit.!s Lis to. seek new relations, not philosophical

absolutes:
But having argued that television can create special relatiOns

between past and present, I also want to say a word about the
neglected possibilities of immediacy on television. Television has
been particularly negligent in exploiting the aesthetics of dura-
tion. Truly experimental televiSicn would devote a channel or
two Of its eighty-channel capacity to abstract video art. Other,

channels wouLi carry uninterrupted coverage of government :
meetings, sporting events, schools, and conununity activities. 1
During a political convention, one channel would carry complete:
live coverage Of the podium speeches, roll calls, and all. ThiS
might pave the way for truly :experimental documentarY tele-
vi7ion in the present tense. The logical successor to Amrican
Firmlly is continuous, live coverage of somebody's living room,
streLA cOrner, or war around the clock.

There is another objection to the plan here proposed. A
revolutionary who is fed up with the system would be likely: to

argue that current convention coverage exposes the Whole process
of American politics as a fraud. To put the convention into an



IfiStorical Context, while it might encourage damaging reflections,
about some current political leaders, might tend on the whole tO '
reinforce the system by establishing its historical roots hence,
itslegitimacy..The objection is probably accurate, and it empha-
sizes the choice that needs to be made. But in my view it is de-.

sirable to.employ the media to siz:taiii the process and the image
of shared decision-making as legitimate and to encourage reform
where necessary. The same answer, of course, would have to be
'made to politicians who would prefer that the public did not. .
exercise its historical memory or observe too cloSely the process
of politics,1,4

Of course, we are not going to solve the nation's problems
by designing a new way to broadcast political conventions. It may
.be that gavel-to-gavel coverage ,already puts too great a strain
on the convention as a political vehicle. Perhaps 'instead of worry7
ing about how to combat the ill effects of the convention itself
we should be proposing that the government pay for cable tele-7
vision transmission of the Senate and .House of .Representatives,
both in full session and in important committee meetings.. Cable
television also, makes possible tWo way transmission. We can
broailcast, within the 'limits imposed by mass population, open
debate rather than professianally,.staged political spectacle. And
instead of reforming campaign ablise: by donating public money
directly to candidates, what if the government bought for each
candidate a certain number of hours of television time, to be
used for speeches. debates,discussions. 'and interviews? :America
may need to see, more ,debate rather than improved coverage of
what may only look like debate. A democracy needs debate, and
no single image-event can be expected to 'Satisfy the need. With
more widespread debate we:, can remind ourselves that not even
debate can be expected to solve all our problems. TelevisiOn can
help to promote both high standards and reasonable expectations.

From this seies of Teflections and .proposals several points
need to be underscored. Televisi6a networks, for all their sensi7
tivity to criticism and high. standards of workmanship, are not
particularly open to new proposalS. Current television-journalism, .

:though not con,ciously biased, does promote a mythical world
view that amounts to what I have called a videology. A plan to'
modify eurrent television reporting of political conventions, and
.similar events, by allowing a director to eta to montage elements ,
,from the,pa:,.t., could help to restore to American Polities a sensu.'.

and emphasize the legitimacy of rhetorical,



conflict. Such proposals as this, even if they are offered only as
fantasies, allow media theorists to develop a sense of medium as
metaphor for social reality, as a way of coping with the gap
between what is possible and what we believe to be probable.
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